Discipline and Misconduct in Halls

Hall Life rules and regulations.

Whilst living in Halls, we want to make sure that it’s a pleasant and safe experience for everyone. It’s important to be aware of the rules and regulations.

Anti-social behaviour and misconduct will not be tolerated.

Behaviour that has a negative impact on wellbeing, or the health and safety of others and/or leads to damage of College property will be treated seriously.

Anti-social behaviour has many serious consequences and can lead to:

- Misconduct hearings
- Requests to leave Halls of residence and eviction notices
- Your academic department being informed
- Police investigation and involvement
- Future restrictions to living in Halls
- Financial sanctions

It is therefore incredibly important that you follow the rules. Here are some things you can do to avoid getting in trouble:

- Don't possess illegal drugs or 'legal highs'. Royal Holloway will not tolerate illegal drug use, legal highs or possession within Halls or on campus
- Don't drink alcohol in excess. Alcohol in excess can endanger the health and safety of yourself and others
- All buildings on campus are smoke free and smoking, including vaping, in Halls is prohibited. If you do wish to smoke/vape, ensure you are 5 metres away from any buildings
- Don't tamper with fire safety equipment

- You are responsible for your guests.
- Ensure noise levels are kept to an appropriate level at all times. There should be no noise after 11pm in Halls.
- Behave responsibly and have respect for your fellow residents.
- Bullying, discrimination and harassment will not be tolerated.
- Large speakers, bass equipment, fairy lights (plugging into mains electricity), shisha pipes, candles and joss sticks are not permitted anywhere in halls of residence

For more information on the rules and regulations visit the Hall Life page online or contact the Hall Life team at hall.life@royalholloway.ac.uk.